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Kasbah Resources Limited (ASX: KAS) is pleased to announce
that securities have been issued pursuant to the Share Purchase
Plan (”SPP”) which closed on 25 November 2010. The SPP closed
heavily oversubscribed, with the Company receiving more than
1300 applications from existing shareholders to a total value of
$15.6 million.
On 18 October 2010, Kasbah announced its intention to raise $3
million by means of the SPP and $21 million by means of share
placement. However, given the significant demand from
shareholders, the Directors have resolved to increase the SPP to
$9 million. All SPP applicants will be allocated approximately 57%
of their application amount and surplus funds will be refunded to
shareholders.
These additional funds will be applied to further expand the
exploration and development programs at the Achmmach Tin
Project. Specifically, these funds will facilitate;
•

the commencement of the option conversion process with
ONHYM (increasing ownership of the mining permits to
100% );

•

the refurbishment of the existing underground exploration
drive to provide direct access to the Meknes Zone; and

•

the evaluation and acquisition of regional tin targets to
increase the resource base.
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ABOUT KASBAH
Kasbah Resources is
an Australian listed
mineral exploration and
development company
advancing the
Achmmach Tin Project
towards production.
Our prime commodity
is tin.

Commenting on the success of the SPP, Managing Director
Wayne Bramwell said:
“We thank our shareholders for their overwhelming support of
the SPP. These additional funds will immediately be applied to
the development program at Achmmach, expanding our
regional tin presence in Morocco and accelerating the
company’s transition towards becoming a tin producer.”

Wayne Bramwell
Managing Director

